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About This Game

World-renowned Kojima Productions showcases another masterpiece in the Metal Gear Solid franchise with Metal Gear Solid
V: Ground Zeroes. Metal Gear Solid V: Ground Zeroes is the first segment of the ‘Metal Gear Solid V Experience’ and prologue

to the larger second segment, Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain launching thereafter.

MGSV: GZ gives core fans the opportunity to get a taste of the world-class production’s unparalleled visual presentation and
gameplay before the release of the main game. It also provides an opportunity for gamers who have never played a Kojima

Productions game, and veterans alike, to gain familiarity with the radical new game design and unparalleled style of
presentation.

The critically acclaimed Metal Gear Solid franchise has entertained fans for decades and revolutionized the gaming industry.
Kojima Productions once again raises the bar with the FOX Engine offering incredible graphic fidelity and the introduction of

open world game design in the Metal Gear Solid universe. This is the experience that core gamers have been waiting for.

Key Features:

•THE POWER OF FOX ENGINE – Ground Zeroes showcases Kojima Productions’ stunning FOX Engine, a true next-
generation game engine which revolutionizes the Metal Gear Solid experience.
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•INTRODUCTION TO OPEN WORLD DESIGN – The first Metal Gear Solid title to offer open world gameplay. Ground
Zeroes offers total freedom of play: how missions are undertaken is entirely down to the user.

•UNRESTRICTED STEALTH – Imagine classic Metal Gear gameplay but with no restrictions or boundaries. Players use
intelligence and cerebral strategy to sneak their way through entire missions, or go in all guns blazing. Each will have different

effects on game consequences and advancement.

•MULTIPLE MISSIONS AND TASKS –Ground Zeroes boasts a central story mode and Side-Ops missions ranging from
tactical action, aerial assaults and “covert” missions that will be sure to surprise.

•REDESIGNED INTERFACE – Ground Zeroes users will benefit from a clean in-game HUD that shows the minimal amount
of on-screen data to give a more intense gaming experience.
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: GROUND ZEROES
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Kojima Productions
Publisher:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2 x64, Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Core i5-4460 (3.20GHz) or better *Quad-Core or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 graphics card required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian
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Was very disappointed when I realised this game was basically a demo. There should be more disclaimers that this game is so
short.. is this an overpriced joke?
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more like

Fun zeros...

haha got em
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